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ABSTRACT

This study aims to investigate in more depth the meaning of cash flow management carried out by non-bank housing practitioners. This research, which uses Islamic phenomenology qualitative method, involves Muslim practitioner informants trying to operate their business to comply with various sharia provisions and scholar’s informant who knows the non-bank housing business both in practice and the Islamic law. The findings indicate that cash flow means: (1) both material and non-material; (2) obedience to the implementation of cash flow management solutions in Islam; (3) creativity in cash flow management activities based on priority (compulsory, sunna, permissible); (4) justice obtained through muamalah contracts; (5) sharia oriented through the obligation to communicate with the scholars. Thus, cash flow management does not only have material meaning, but also has other meanings which are strongly influenced by their beliefs.
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Introduction

Changes in society that continue to move towards life to more following Islamic provisions are interesting to notice (Sutopo, 2010). The shift in consumer behavior, which makes spiritual value a priority in their decision-making (Yuswohady, 2018) and leads Muslims in Indonesia to buy products and transactions according to the rules of Islamic teaching, is an opportunity for producers.

Efforts to stay on track according to Islamic rules have not only been made by consumers, but have also been made by entrepreneurs. The preliminary interview with Mr. TS, owner of a hospital in Batu City, provided early proof of the importance of cash flow management. The motivation for changing business practices that do not involve bank financing is to obtain blessings from Allah SWT and avoid punishment in the form of hell due to usury. A preliminary interviewed was also conducted with Mr. A, the owner of a Malang City real estate sales agent. He stated that if you want to operate a legitimate business under Islamic law and bring you blessings, you must follow Islamic rules. At a glance, it is clear that they make changes in their business activities as a form of obedience to submit to Allah SWT to obtain blessings for all business activities carried out.

The housing industry is constantly evolving. The presence of Islamic banking in providing mortgages for consumers who want to avoid the prohibition on bank interest (Hidayat, 2017; Satria & Setiani, 2018) still has several obstacles with the financing provided (H. Abdurrahman, 2016; Irma, Natalia, & Kurniawan, 2016; Rahmawaty, 2007; Sulaiman, 2016; Suprihatin, 2015). As a result of these financing problems, many entrepreneurs have switched to non-banking schemes to meet community housing needs (Firmansyah & Indika, 2017; Hidayah, Nawawi, & Arif, 2018; Putri & Hasan, 2017). They believe this scheme is more sharia-compliant (Firmansyah & Gunardi, 2018) because it can avoid interest in conventional banks known as usury or margin in Islamic banks, which...
claimed equivalent to bank interest (Irma et al., 2016). In contrast, the housing industry is has been known very close and even inseparable from the banking world, especially for its operational activities (Irma et al., 2016). Therefore, housing industry practitioners who use non-bank scheme are encouraged to manage their company's cash flow more carefully (Firmansyah & Gunardi, 2018; Putri & Hasan, 2017). Cash flows that are commonly known today are generally only understood as the activity of cash inflows and cash outflows within a certain period, especially those related to numbers. As a result, such cash flows only depict business events from the standpoint of material value, particularly in terms of the company's sustainability (going concern) and shareholder interests (Andreas, 2017; Bhandari & Adams, 2017; Junaidi, 2015; Setyawati & Amalia, 2018).

Based on the description above, this study aims to find out in more depth the meaning of cash flow management by non-bank housing developers whether it is the same as cash flow that is commonly known or there is another understanding that causes them to decide not to use assistance from third parties. The research of cash flow management by a non-bank developer is still rare, so this research is expected to provide an overview of cash flow suited to the character of Muslim entrepreneurs. To achieve the objective and answer the question, this study uses a qualitative research method through an Islamic phenomenological approach to understanding the existing consciousness of non-bank housing developers.

Literatur Review

Islamic Cash flow

Accounting is generally more oriented to return on investment and increase in assets (Alim, 2011). The existing sharia accounting is not much different from non-sharia accounting, which is to measure the success of an investment (Alsharif, Bataineh, & Abo Aliqah, 2020; Umdiana & Hapsari, 2016; Widowati, 2013), and today even focuses more on financial institutions (Adnan, 1997; Badreldin, 2019; Fajarwati & Sambodo, 2010), whereas Islam regulates not only financial institutions but also a variety of other industries (Murtiyan, 2009). Mulawarman (2007, 2011, p. 14) observed that conventional cash flow statements originate from the concept of Cash Flow Accounting (CFA) developed due to dissatisfaction in measuring assets and income is very difficult, and the use of time value of money to evaluate investment plans related to the uncertain conditions surrounding them. The conventional cash flow statement based on the entity concept only stops for the interests of certain parties without spirituality, especially in the aspects of halal-haram, good-bad, true-false, and others (Mulawarman, 2011, p. 203). Related to this, Lee (1979) cites Fisher's opinion, which recognizes that the corporate entity is viewed as a vehicle for collecting profits and distributed them to individuals around the company (shareholders, creditors, suppliers, and employees).

Mulawarman (2011, p. 14) believes that the Islamic cash should have more than just facts and transactions of material nature, and offers a new concept regarding ma'isyah-based Islamic cash flow as an effort towards a cash flow that is based purely on the values and objectives of sharia. The management and development of the concept of cash flow can be done by applying spiritual intuition that uses the values and goals of Sharia law. Through these sharia values and objectives, it then continues to with the determination of the company's vision and mission, goals, and policies, including accounting policies (Mulawarman, 2011, p. 222).

Non-bank Housing Industry

The involvement of banks in the housing industry, in general, is inevitable as this industry requires a lot of capital, both in terms of land and housing purchases and the sales process (Irma et al., 2016). A non-bank mortgage program is a bit unusual in the real estate business, as there are generally always three parties involved in the homeownership process, namely the developer, either the conventional bank of sharia bank and the buyer (Hidayah et al., 2018).

The presence of housing developer that does not involve the banking sector is one of the efforts to provide homeownership solutions so that they are in the line of sharia, namely without usury (Firmansyah & Indika, 2017; Hidayah et al., 2018; Putri & Hasan, 2017). The developers of this system also affirm that there are no fines and also no confiscation of collateral if there are obstacles for consumers to meet their obligations to repay their debts through the mechanism of rescheduling installments. This mechanism further strengthens their tagline without usury and also does not violate the provisions of transactions in Islam (Irma et al., 2016).

Research and Methodology

Phenomenology as described by Moleong (2016, p. 16) is used in this study to explore awareness of the meaning of cash flow according to Muslim practitioner informants. A phenomenological approach is also used to describe an understanding of life experiences related to the concept of cash flow through data collection and to develop a description of “what” and “how” they live life experiences (Croswell, 2015, p. 105). Phenomenology also can be used to explore the meaning of cash flow by using Islam as the paradigm (Kamayanti, 2016, p. 150), it is called Islamic phenomenology (Niswatin, Triyuwono, Nurkholis, & Kamayanti, 2014, 2015) or Tauhid phenomenology (Kamayanti, 2016, p. 160). Thus the selection of Islamic phenomenology is based on several considerations; (1) on organizations that are trying to operate their business to comply with various sharia provisions, namely organizations that define themselves as Islamic housing developer; (2) to explore the meaning of cash flow exists in non-bank housing practitioners who rely on various Islamic stipulations. Simply put, this study seeks to examine in depth the awareness of the meaning of cash flow in the business activities of its practitioners.

Owners or employees who are personally dealing with financial problems in their company are involved as informants because they know and feel the problems they are facing. Researchers maintain the confidentiality of informants by using the respective informants'
initials. The involvement of scholar informant was motivated by the prohibition in Islam that only relies on logic without being based on the principle of extracting the correct provisions of Islamic law (Al-Falizin & Nashr, 2018, p. 8). The list of informants in this study is as follows:

**Table 1: list of informants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mr. K</td>
<td>Company owner 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mr. M</td>
<td>One of the company managers 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ms. D</td>
<td>Company finance officer 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mr. H</td>
<td>Company owner 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mr. S</td>
<td>Islamic economics expert, lecturer of Ushul Fiqh and Fiqh Muamalah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: as processed by the writer.

The main data in this study are the results of the epoche from interviews with entrepreneur/manager informants and a review of muamalah fiqh studies related to the phenomena observed with scholar informants. The interview contains two categories of questions: the first is related to actions of entrepreneur/manager informants about the cash management patterns they have implemented. Second, two groups of informants are asked knowledge questions. To get a better understanding of their cash handling patterns, questions for entrepreneur/manager informants are used. Questions for scholar informants are used to obtain Islamic law that they get from various scientific sources in Islam regarding cash management. In addition to data in the form of words and observations on informants' expressions, this study also uses data in the form of various literature on business based on Islamic provisions. Data processing did by adhering to the stages established by Niswatin et al. (2014, 2015) by first, exploring the truth of the *kauniyah* phenomenon, that is understanding and awareness derived from social phenomenon experienced by humans who are assumed to have an awareness that is bound to various Islamic provisions. This stage is carried out in three stages, the first is exploring the relationship between Noema and Noesis in the entrepreneur/manager informant. The second stage is conducting an intentional analysis to explore how noesis forms noema. The third step is to do the eidetic reduction, which involves incorporating all meaning processes that underlie whole pure consciousness. After digging into the facts of *kauniyah*, the next step is to explore the phenomenon of *kauliyah* through reviewing Al-Qur'an and Hadith, literature review on Islamic business provisions, and discussions with scholar informant who know the non-bank housing business both in practice and the Islamic law. The final stage is to synthesize the findings of the *kauniyah* and the *kauliyah* phenomenon.

**Data Analysis**

![Diagram](image)

**Exploration of the Kauniyah Phenomenon (Phase I)**

**Results and Discussion**

**Cash Flow with both Material and Non-material Meaning**

The existence of a non-bank housing developer cannot separate from the environment in which it exists. This fact necessitates that they consider not only the needs of the company but also the society and the surrounding nature. Housing built without bank financing is required to pay attention to many aspects. An informant named Mr. K explained:

"Developers must consider all facets. However, not all things are always under the developer's control. It is important to pay careful attention to the environment."

Mr. H expressed a similar viewpoint, stating that "so that (the local community) can sense the project there" is an element of "feeling the need to share" the life of their project with the surrounding community through community empowerment in the project environment.

Noesis exploration on Mr. K and Mr. H's noema was carried out by questioning the reasons for the actions that not only pay attention to project success but also pay attention to the surrounding environment. The noesis that makes up the noema reveals that any land clearing for homes or plots would affect the surrounding environment. The intended impact arises because of the presence of a new community so that residents will share various facilities that were previously only used by them with those who came later. The affirmation of the noesis as expressed by Mr. K:
"Buying land will have an impact on the environment. If we build housing there, which means it will have an impact on the neighbors. There is a new community in it and will affect the shared facilities."

The intentional analysis obtained then indicates that housing developments need not only focus on their project area construction but also the development of the area around the project since the land expansion affects humans and nature beyond the project area. So it stands to reason that the non-bank housing companies met not only pay attention to the success of their projects but also pay attention to the surrounding environment. Eidetic reduction generates awareness to constantly pay attention to the environment by informants because opening housing on land will have an impact on the natural environment and the surrounding community. The company must consider society and nature for the use of the facilities surrounding the project so that goodness can still be accessed by the people who have been there for a long time and who will inhabit the area, as well as nature as the place for facilities needed by humans.

Islam does not forbid or permit humans to do whatever they wish to acquiring and using property, but it does include guidelines. Mr. S clarified that in Islam, there is a rule for acquiring and using property known as istikhlaq:

"Property is a mandate from Allah to humans. Property and even the universe, the real owner is Allah... Allah as the real owner entrusts the treasure to humans."

Humans as the party entrusted with property must act under the wishes of the owner of the assets, as explained by Mr. S as follows:

"The implication is because the property is a deposit from Allah, then managing it must be under the will of Allah. Treasure is not our real property but belongs to Allah. When Allah says that usury is haram (prohibited), it is up to Allah because Allah is the Owner."

The increase in wealth in Islam is an activity that cannot be separated from its distribution and must go hand in hand. Increasing wealth in Islam is not an end in itself, but only an intermediate goal that will ultimately lead to an increase in the welfare of society as a whole (Manzilati, 2016, p. 372).

This fact feels very different when compared to the activities carried out by organizations that do not pay attention to Islamic provisions. If a company entity only viewed as a fictional figure that serves as a source of income for humans (Lee, 1979), and as a result, an overly egoistic behavior will emerge and only seek to maximize profits for the benefit of the company owner (stockholder) without having to pay attention to other obligations (Triyuwono, 2015, p. 203). Company in an Islamic standpoint is a mandate carried out by humans as khilafatullah fil 'ardh to create improvements for goodness through positive practices and establish a divine and harmonious community (Mulawarman, 2010). The company cannot be separated from the persons that form it and own it, in contrast to the entity concept. The company is the owner itself in muamalah activities, both individually and in groups, and has a role as part of the Muslim community to engage the distribution of wealth in the community.

In Islam, wealth is distributed by both economic and non-economic mechanisms. The economic mechanism operates through numerous muamalah practices aimed at profits (Manzilati, 2016, p. 374). Non-economic mechanisms are implemented without requiring a price for the gifts made, such as zakat, donations, waqf, alms, and others (Al-Faizin & Nashr, 2018, p. 239; Ghofur, 2016, p. 290; Triono, 2017, p. 430) because there is an urge to get the reward from Allah SWT (Triono, 2017, p. 430). Thus, cash flow regulation in Islam has material and non-material value as well as being a mode of worship to Allah, The Ultimate Owner of all wealth (Budiman, 2014; Mulawarman, 2011, p. 13; Triyuwono, 2015, p. 356; Zulaekah, 2015).

Management of Cash Flow as a Form of Obedience to the Solutions Given by Islam

Proper cash flow management is very important for a housing company that is run without involving third-party financing. Mr. K explained this in the following statement:

"We don't use third parties to pay our obligations."

The noema that pays attention to cash flow management, also shown by Ms. D in the following explanation:

"It is very important because we are a sharia property developer. Without any assistance from third parties, namely banks, our capital from scratch. So the difference is like that from conventional. Thus cash flow is very important."

The presence of a noema prioritizes funding from internal sources of the company due to the noesis in the form of belief in the Islamic order, paying attention to the origin of the assets received and the expenditure of the assets, which can be seen in Mr. K's statement as follows:

"Our belief as Muslim businessmen is of course as conveyed by the hadith of the Prophet that every practice will be asked when in yaumul hisab (Day of Judgement)... the fourth is your treasure. It will be asked where you get it and where you spend."

The intentional analysis obtained shows that the cash flow management carried out by non-bank housing practitioners is due to an obligation in Islam to account for the assets received and their use. The eidetic reduction is in the form of awareness of managing cash flow appropriately because they do not use third-party financing as obedience to Islamic provisions.
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The obligations of a Muslim to work to find a part of the sustenance that He has prepared has revealed by Allah in the Quran Surat Al-Mulk: 15:

“It is He who made the earth tame for you - so walk among its slopes and eat of His provision - and to Him is the resurrection.”

Allah does not allow humans to fulfill these obligations by doing them according to their own will without any direction from Him. Allah SWT is very concerned about the aspects of halalness in managing property such in the Al-Qur’an Surat Al-An’am:141:

“...and do not act extravagantly; surely He does not love the extravagant.”

Likewise with the information provided by the Prophet Muhammad in the following hadith:

“The feet of the son of Adam shall not move from before his Lord on the Day of Judgement, until he is asked about five things: about his life and what he did with it, about his youth and what he wore it out in, about his wealth and how he earned it and spent it upon, and what he did with what he knew.”

From Al-Qur’an and hadith above, managing assets, including money entrusted by Allah to every Muslim, is not just about how to get it, but also in terms of spending it. Cash flow which is understood by Muslim practitioners of Islamic housing apart from being a solution in managing incoming and outgoing money is also a part of Islamic provisions that must pay attention to its halal and haram aspects.

**Priority in Cash Flow, Creativity Amid the Threat of Usury**

Management of cash flow in the non-bank housing industry requires creativity in determining cash management priorities. The subsequent description demonstrates noema in creativity:

“Leader's creativity skills are tested there. How a leader can organize such limited cash flow.”

Islam does not forbid or permit humans to do whatever they wish to acquiring and using property, but it does include guidelines. Mr. S clarified that in Islam, there is a rule for acquiring and using property known as istikhlaq:

"Property is a mandate from Allah to humans. Property and even the universe, the real owner is Allah... Allah as the real owner entrusts the treasure to humans."

Through deeper exploration, the creativity in question is related to a person's ability to find solutions to keep cash flow healthy, as explained by Mr. K:

"That's what I mean his business skills will be tested. The ability of a person to find a solution to how cash flow is healthy... We assume that even if we want to pay for what we need, for example, one year, we will still assume that it must be paid immediately, related to obligations."

Mr. K expressed the effort to maintain a stable cash flow by adjusting all expenses with the incoming funds (cash) so that all expenses are carried out according to the period that comes as part of the akad (deal) that has been made with various parties. Mr. K provides adjustment guidelines regarding the most important expenditure to be fulfilled, namely everything that has the status of an obligation then the others by saying "Complete the obligation first, then the others".

Noema and creativity noesis in cash management was also expressed by Mr. H, who was met when he was having financial problems, by expressing his regret because he was wrong in managing cash and said "it's my fault." Because of the duties, he fulfilled them with personal funds because he was concerned about sins resulting from failure to meet commitments to third parties.

"It is an obligation. I feel guilty if I have money but said don't have.”

Creativity is needed because temptation can be present anytime to them to do activities that contain usury, such as Mr. K's statement:

"If a developer cannot stand the temptation, it is horrible. Some consumers can say they have money, for example, 100 million rupiah. Then he made an ownership certificate (SHM), and I brought it to the bank."

Intentional analysis regarding this phenomenon that informant feels the need to have creativity in managing cash flow so that he is not easily tempted by conditions that can plunge them into usury activity. Eidetic reduction according to the informant that the housing business without a bank requires creativity in managing cash through determining priority, especially spending with great attention to the obligations that arise so as not to be easily tempted to be involved in activities related to usury. The priority of using money in Islam is obtained through interviews with Mr. S. The priority scale in spending a Muslim's money can be divided into three aspects.

"The priority for the expenditure is what is wajib, then what is fard, then what is muqaddas. Paying the debt is compulsory, shadaqoh is fard, and money spent is what is wajib. The Zakat on trade is compulsory if he is in the business of buying and selling, he is obliged to pay zakat for good, which is compulsory. But if he issues shadaqoh it is fard, it is not compulsory."
Determination of profit, which ultimately also affects cash receipts, has no quantitative limitations but does have qualitative ones, that is must be halal (Al-Jawi, 2013; Fachrudin, 2018) based on surat An-Nissa: 29 and even the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad by the case of Urwah's purchase of a goat. Mr. S conveyed this in the following explanation:

"There are no quantitative limitations; rather, there are qualitative ones; the main thing is that the profit is halal (legitimate). As a result, there is no quantitative limitation, for example, it is limited to a maximum of 30% of the cost; it does not exist. Profits of up to 100% are permitted."

Through these various explanations, cash flow management needs to pay attention to the priority scale of spending on money owned, while its acquisition is bounded by provisions relating to the quality of money earned. Management in the form of receiving and using money is carried out following Islamic provisions because even though the money belongs to persons or organizations, they are not permitted to use it openly and must adhere to the terms of its use. That is base on the understanding that a Muslim must-know rules of Islamic law regarding these actions before committing them, whether the law is mubah, fardlu, mandub, haram, or makruh through extracting various sources from the Al-Qur’an, Sunnah, Ijma’ and qiyas (Ismail, 2011, p. 85).

Based on the explanation of practitioner informants and scholars who prioritize compulsory activities and then carry out other activities, the priority of shopping activities can be divided into several levels, namely compulsory, sunnah, and permissible (Triono, 2017, p. 378). According to the explanation above, cash flow management is creativity by paying attention to the priority scale of expenditure by categorizing it as mandatory, sunnah, and permissible. Determining the priority scale is an integral part of the money obtained by paying attention to its halal aspects so that cash management would be blessed.

**Justice Meaning**

Companies that identify themselves with the term "sharia" must strictly base their business activities on Islamic provisions, considering the various Islamic laws related to their operations. One of the concerns is to carry up the cash inflow and outflow activities below the terms of the *akad* (contract) regulated in Islam, such as Mr. K's statement below:

"The most important thing is that we have a perfect akad with the landowner."

Noema, the existence of the contract is not only in buying and selling activities, even in every business activity that is carried out. Since forming the company, Mr. K has used the syirkah, as evident in his statement below:

"I used syirkah, that is syirkah of energy, actually contributing energy together."

When hiring employees, the contract is the *ijarah*:

"Because of the *ijarah* contract, they work under the assigned work. They get the rights as promised if the work is done correctly. Either the company is experiencing a loss, it is outside (their responsibility). The *ijarah* contract is different from the syirkah treaty."

As evidence of the importance of contracts, one of the educational materials for potential customers is also to pay attention to agreements and their consequences. Mr. K stated that if you do not pay attention to the contract in the transaction, then any item whose status is obtained will be unclear and can even become illegitimate so that it has the potential to be haram and lead to sin. The unclear status of the property received is due to not following the provisions of the *akad* in Islam because it is the *akad* that determines the value of a muamalah transaction to be rewarded or sinful. Such as Mr. K's statement below:

"Because for a Muslim, every step in this world is only two possibilities, whether it is worth a reward or a sin. The *akad* determines the value of the muamalah transaction."

Ms. D and Mr. M also understood the linkages to the *akad*. Ms. D said, "Recorded the project was canceled. Yes, that's a consequence, not a loss" when explaining that the company must accept if the down payment that has cannot be withdrawn when they cancel the sale and purchase. Mr. M also added, "yes the term is indeed risk". They not only pay attention to usury but also to *akad* that are not following Islamic provisions. The policy without penalty and confiscation of consumer collateral (if any) also comes from linkages to the *akad*. One of the goodness that will obtain by various parties performing transactions by adhering to the terms of the *akad* in Islam is the establishment of justice because everyone will bound by the same rules that come from Islam. Mr. K explained the meaning of justice in the following statement:

"So we are equally fair. There is a justice aspect to this scheme as it does not harm consumers."

Intentional analysis obtained is, *akad* for informants in housing business activities without a bank will determine whether the transactions they are doing are worth a reward or a sin, and provide justice for all parties. The eidetic reduction obtained is that the informant realizes that every transaction carried out using a *akad* under Islamic provisions will result in justice for all parties, whether done with fellow owners through syirkah, *ijarah* with employees, or with external parties through buying and selling activities. The *akad* will determine whether the property they get becomes lawful and results in rewards or whether it becomes haram and results in sin.

The various business stages that are carried out always follow the terms of the *akad* according to the type of transaction they are conducting. An *akad* based on the term sharia is the linkage of *ijah* and *qabul* under sharia and has legal consequences on the object.
of the akad (Mahmud, 2009, p. 36). Zubair & Hamid (2016) explains that the akad is a sharia transaction frame or a form of agreement that can be used as an essential source of engagement in sharia because it contains rights and obligations for each party. An akad is also a form of facility that exists in Islam for various business activities for humans to fulfill needs that they cannot meet themselves without the help of others and is a social tool in human civilization that supports their life as a social being (Budiwati, 2017). Justice in the akad is seen through certainty regarding the transfer of ownership and also through the khiyar concept (Hafizah, 2012; Mahmud, 2009, p. 309), which is not in favor of the interests of one party only, but all parties involved will be bounded by Islamic provisions, and have no opportunity to cheat to the other party. Justice in the akad was guaranteed by Islam because, as conveyed by Sayyid Sabiq that an akad will automatically flaw and become invalid according to Islamic law if there is ikrah (coercion), ghalath (misunderstanding), khilabah (deceptive inducement), and ikhitilat al tanfidz (a later defect) (Rahmawati, 2011).

**Sharia Oriented**

Non-bank housing activities carried out under various provisions of Islamic law cannot be separated from scholars. The role of scholars feels very deep when there are scholars who argue that the industry they run so far still has mistakes. They studied the opinions of scholars and followed them by changed the akad used previously. The following is Mr. K's statement:

"I am following the opinion accepted by the DPS (Developer Property Syariah community) because the transactions made by DPS, as I understand, always come from Al-Qur'an and As-Sunnah references."

When it was verified whether to keep using the original akad or replacing it with a new one, Mr. H also said, "yes, it has been replaced". The noema, that is the behavior of the informants who follow the opinions of other people whom they consider as scholars in carrying out business activities because they realize that they cannot understand the contents of the Al-Qur'an and also the explanations of the Al-Qur'an that are spread in the Hadith. The admission of entrepreneurs who do not have more knowledge than the ulama is evident in Mr. K's statement below:

"The source of Islamic law is Al-Qur'an and As-Sunnah, which can only be understood only by people who understand the Al-Qur'an and hadith. If I take it directly from the Al-Qur'an and As-Sunnah, there will likely be many mistakes because I don't understand the knowledge."

Informants believed that they should follow the opinion of scholars who were believed to be able to understand Islamic law in the context of their business, as shown in the following statement:

"Scholars have the importance of taking hadith or sources of sharia law which they know are strong. So we only use them because we don't know about them."

Noesis explained that Noema follows scholars, which means scholars understand more about sharia law about the Islamic law of non-bank housing than business practitioners. The intentional analysis follows the opinion of the scholars is, the informant makes the scholars as a source of information on sharia law because he realizes that he does not have in-depth knowledge of the various source of Islamic law as well as the scholars. The eidetic reduction of this phenomenon is that the informant felt the need to follow the opinions of scholars who he believed understood Islamic law related to business activities which would later have consequences for cash inflows and outflows to have a blessing. Actions based on the provisions of the Sharia become visible when they decide to convert the used akad from the istishna' into an ordinary purchase and sale. Initially, they used the istishna' and lasted a long time. Using that contract carries less financial risk when compared to common buying and selling. From a cash flow turnover perspective, it is more flexible. They do not have to provide the product in advance by using the istishna'. When the opinion of the scholar emerged that they were considered to have a foundation of Islamic law and a better understanding of the facts, they changed their business process in the opinion of the scholar using the usual sales and purchase contract. By using the new contract, they are obliged to provide products in advance so that they can carry out sale and purchase transactions even though the provision of these products requires sacrifices, especially funding to produce the products to be sold.

Business activity cannot be separated from various Islamic provisions because of the position of Islam itself, which serves as the solution to the problems of human life. The solution is achieved by studying the problems one is faced with and then studying the Islamic laws of Islam through understanding the Islamic sources texts which are related to them (Ismail, 2011, p. 160). Every Muslim believes that he will be responsible for all actions in the world. On this basis, every Muslim should adapt his actions to Islamic laws, that is, to all commands and prohibitions of Allah SWT as He says in Al-Qur’an Surat Al Hasyr: 7:

"And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has forbidden you - refrain from."

Any Muslim who acts to meet his/her needs must know Allah's law regarding that act before committing it (Ismail, 2011, p. 52). In other words, every activity undertaken will be sharia-oriented. Sharia law is an exclamation or words from As Shari' (Allah is the Lawmaker) related to the actions of servants, whether in the form of demands, giving choices, or stipulating something like a legal regulator (Ali, 2015; Irawansyah, 2018; Triono, 2020, p. 88). Sharia-oriented activities that follow the opinions of scholars who have a stronger legal base are one way of keeping business within the Sharia law. Sharia-oriented, therefore, is a continuous effort to maintain attachment to the provisions of the Sharia by actively communicating with those who know more about Islamic law with scholars. Likewise, accounting in the Hasabah sense, which functions as an information system, measuring tool, and accountability
for human deeds (acts) during life (Batu bara, 2019; Septian & Julianto, 2017), needs to be developed in the same perspective as surrounding commercial activities.

Exploring Islamic law requires various abilities, especially those related to the sources of Islamic law, such as knowledge of verses relating to the law in the Qur’an, knowing the reasons for the revelation of the verse, knowing about nasi̇kh and mansukh, knowing As-Sunnah, knowing the facts of business problems, and so on (Has, 2013). If there is a problem in the business world, a Muslim should ask about this problem to scholars who understand the problem. Nasution (2014) explained that scholars with their knowledge have a very high fear to Allah and inherit the main characteristics of the prophets in believing in the oneness of Allah, practicing all the commands of Allah, and guiding and helping people solve their various problems according to the teachings of Allah. Thus, cash flow management carried out through a view that considers Islam as the source of truth must constantly maintain its attachment to sharia provisions through active communication with scholars.

**Meaning of Cash Flow Management**

Various discussions and results obtained regarding the meaning of cash flow management by housing industry practitioners that do not involve financing from banks can be simplified in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Meaning</th>
<th>Noema</th>
<th>Noesia</th>
<th>Intentional Analysis</th>
<th>Eidetic Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material and non-material at once</strong></td>
<td>Developers must consider all facets. However, not all things are always under the developer's control. It is important to [pay careful attention] to the environment.</td>
<td>Buying land will have an impact on the environment. If we build housing there, which means it will have an impact on the neighbors</td>
<td>Informants need not only focus on their project area construction but also the development of the area around the project since the land expansion affects humans and nature beyond the project area</td>
<td>The awareness to always pay attention to the environment by informants because opening housing on land will have an impact on the natural environment and surrounding communities in the form of natural facilities that will be used together with the new community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obedience</strong></td>
<td>We [don't use third parties] to pay our obligations</td>
<td>Our belief as Muslim businessmen is every practice will be asked... the fourth is your treasure. It will be asked where you get it and where you spend cash flow management carried out by non-bank housing practitioners is due to an obligation in Islam to account for the assets received and their use</td>
<td>cash flow management carried out by non-bank housing practitioners is due to an obligation in Islam to account for the assets received and their use</td>
<td>awareness of managing cash flow appropriately because they do not use third-party financing as obedience to Islamic provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creativity</strong></td>
<td>Leader's [creativity] skills are tested there. How a leader can organize such limited cash flow</td>
<td>The ability of a person to find a solution to how cash flow is healthy... Complete the obligation first, then the others</td>
<td>Informants feel the need to have creativity in managing cash flow so that he is not easily tempted by conditions that can plunge them into usury activity</td>
<td>Housing business without a bank requires creativity in managing cash through determining priority, especially spending with great attention to the obligations that arise so as not to be easily tempted to be involved in activities related to usury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justice</strong></td>
<td>The most important thing is that we have a perfect [akad] with the landowner.</td>
<td>Akad determines the value of the muamalah transaction... So we are equally fair. There is a justice aspect to this scheme as it does not harm consumers</td>
<td>Akad for informants in housing business activities without a bank will determine whether the transactions they are doing are worth a reward or a sin, and provide justice for all parties</td>
<td>Informant realizes that every transaction carried out using a akad under Islamic provisions will result in justice for all parties, whether done with fellow owners through syirakah, ijarah with employees, or with external parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sharia Oriented</strong></td>
<td>{I am following the opinion} accepted by the DPS because the transactions made by DPS, as I understand, always come from Al-Qur’an and As-Sunnah references.</td>
<td>Scholars have the importance of taking hadith or sources of sharia law which they know are strong. So we only use them because we don't know about them</td>
<td>Informant makes the scholars as a source of information on sharia law because he realizes that he does not have in-depth knowledge of the various source of Islamic law as well as the scholars</td>
<td>Informant felt the need to follow the opinions of scholars who he believed understood Islamic law related to business activities which would later have consequences for cash inflows and outflows to have a blessing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

Cash flow is very important especially for non-bank housing because they have to be independent in financing their various business operations. Cash flow management is interpreted not simply as a material meaning that arises from the business aspect but also as other meanings that come from various rules in Islam that have influenced their consciousness. There are five meanings of cash flow management for the non-bank housing developers: namely cash flow have material and non-material, cash flow as a form of obedience to the solutions given by Islam, cash flow as creativity amid the threat of usury through the existence of priority, justice, and sharia oriented. In this way, they have the confidence that their cash flow management will be blessed by God, even if it is against the customs in their industry, and requires even greater efforts to maintain cash liquidity so that their business can continue. The result of the study provides an overview of cash flow suited to the character of Muslim entrepreneurs, especially in the non-bank housing industry. This research shows that with proper cash flow management based on the belief in Islam, companies that have been known to be inseparable from the banking world are still able to move and even develop.

This research still has several limitations. Among these limitations are the limited number of informants who use this kind of business concept in the housing industry, accompanied by an adequate understanding of various Islamic provisions in the business world. Second, there are limitations to discussing aspects of business fiqh related to the non-bank housing industry as there are not many studies that specifically discuss the various Islamic regulations regarding this industry.

Subsequent accounting research also needs to pay attention to aspects of the religiosity of entrepreneurs, especially Muslim entrepreneurs. Subsequent accounting research also needs to pay attention to aspects of the religiosity of entrepreneurs, especially Muslim entrepreneurs. That research is not only concerned with how business transactions take place, but also the background of the implementation of a business transaction by Muslim entrepreneurs who want to be ruled by Islamic law. This research still looks at a certain muamalah opinion by a certain business community, so the next research can also be carried out on informants who have different Islamic views because of the very diversity of Islamic opinions in Islam. This of course will add to the treasury of Islamic accounting in the future.
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